CASE REPORT

Use of ozone therapy to control chronic pain in equine laminitis
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Purpose
Laminitis is the inflammation of the dermal and epidermal blades of the hull. The use of ozone has already demonstrated promising effects in horses, through postoperative analgesia, antioxidant effect in athletic animals and even chronic laminitis. Thus, the objective of this article is to describe the use of ozone therapy in different methodologies (intramuscular points, acupoints and footbath) in the aid of pain control in an equine with chronic laminitis.

Methods
An equine male, 513 kg, English Thoroughbred, seven years old, was referred with severe claudication with 20 days of progression., after transportation of approximately 780 km, after its acquisition. Upon clinical examination, the animal demonstrated degree 4 of claudication (scale from 1 to 4) and alternating support of the thoracic limbs. The radiographic examination showed rotation of the distal phalanx in all digits and the diagnosis was chronic laminitis. The initial therapeutic protocol was meloxican (0.6 mg/kg, SID, IM) for two days, flunixin meglumine (1.1 mg/kg, SID, IM) for three days, followed by firocoxib (0.1 mg/kg, SID, PO) for more than 120 days. During all the treatment, the use of omeprazole (4 mg/kg, SID, PO) and acepromazine (0.01 mg/kg, BID, IM) was maintained, as well as corrective hoof trimming and bandaging with soft material on the sole. In order to promote better analgesia and greater patient comfort with minimal adverse effects, the use of firocoxib was interrupted and 20 ozone therapy sessions were instituted. The protocol consisted of bilateral administration of oxygen / ozone (40 ug/ml, IM) in pre-scapular, scapular, post-scapular and acupuncture points (LI11 POINT), as well as ozonized footbath for hoof cleaning.

Results
Two months after the beginning of treatment the patient showed significant improvement of body condition and better walking with evolution to score 2 of claudication, without any side effect.

Discussion
The pain control verified in this patient can be explained by the action of ozone in the inflammatory cascade, that is, altering the degradation of arachidonic acid and with it the inhibition of pro-inflammatory cytokines.

Conclusion
We concluded that the ozone therapy technique was satisfactory in controlling chronic laminitis pain.
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PURPOSE

Laminitis is the inflammation of the dermal and epidermal blades of the hull (1). The predisposing factors of this condition include: grain overload, endotoxemia, colic and limb overload (2). Laminitis is classified as acute, subacute and chronic, the chronic state being reached when there is radiographic evidence of digital collapse (dorsal rotation, symmetrical or asymmetrical distal phalanx displacement), regardless of its duration. This radiographic signal is extremely important because it is highly related to the prognosis as well as the therapy to be chosen (3).

The treatment consists of pain management through the use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), hoof trimming and corrective horseshoeing in order to offer greater comfort to the patient (4). However, due to a multifactorial characteristic of the origin of pain in these animals, pain control becomes challenging, leading to low success rates with conventional therapies, thus leading to the search for new drugs and therapies to control this type of pain (5, 6).

Ozone therapy uses ozone, which is an unstable, colorless gas with a peculiar odor, composed of three atoms of oxygen (7). Once inside the body, medicinal ozone has an analgesic effect through the oxidation of pain receptors and regulation of caspase pathways with consequent action on inflammatory cytokines (8, 9).

The use of ozone has already demonstrated promising effects in horses, through postoperative analgesia, antioxidant effect in athletic animals and even chronic laminitis (10, 11, 12). Thus, the objective of this article is to describe the use of ozone therapy in different methodologies (intramuscular points, acupoints and footbath) in the aid of pain control in an equine with chronic laminitis.

METHODS

A male equine, 513 kg, English Thoroughbred, seven years old, used for running was referred with severe claudication of 20 days of evolution, after transportation of approximately 780km, after its acquisition. When the animal was purchased, it was only inspected and previous history of affections was not identified. The diet consisted of 1.5kg of oats, 2kg of commercial feed (both parcelled out twice a day), 7.5kg of alfalfa and ad libitum water.

The physical examination showed a heart rate (HR) of 36 beats per minute (bpm), respiratory rate (RR) of 24 movements per minute (mpm), thermometry of 38ºC and a capillary reperfusion time (CRT) of two seconds. In the inspection, alternation of support in the thoracic limbs, depression in the coronary edge, sole pressure sensitivity in the toe area, palpable digital pulses and high
temperature in all the hooves were observed, with Obel claudication grade IV (13). The radiographic examination verified the rotation of the distal phalanx in all digits (Figure 1). Based on clinical and radiographic findings, the diagnosis was chronic laminitis.

The initial therapeutic protocol chosen was meloxicam (0.6 mg/kg, SID, IM) for two days, flunixin meglumine (1.1 mg/kg, SID, IM) for three days, followed by firocoxib (0.1mg/kg, SID, PO) for more than 120 days. During all the treatment, the use of omeprazole (4mg/kg, SID, PO) and acepromazine (0.01 mg/kg, BID, IM) was maintained, in addition to corrective hoof trimming every 15 days, bandaging with soft material on the sole, resting in a stall lined with rubber floor and wood chips. The diet was restricted to the supply of Tifton hay, water and mineral salt only.

Penetration of the sole was found in all limbs (Figure 2), except the left pelvic limb, and antisepsis of the sole wound was performed with degermant and topical iodopovidone, followed by coverage with sterile gauze, bandage with hydrophobic cotton and crepe dressing. In the adjacent areas of the sole lesion an alcoholic 10% iodinated contrast dye was applied. The bandaging was repeated more frequently at the beginning of the treatment (every 48 hours), with bandage change intervals increased throughout the treatment (once a week).
After the interruption of firocoxib, 20 ozone therapy sessions were instituted, twice a week. The ozone generating equipment was the Ozone&Life® model O&L1.5RM (São José dos Campos, São Paulo, Brazil), and the protocol for gas application was based on Coelho et al. [12] and consisted of bilateral administration of the oxygen/ozone mixture (40 ug/ml IM) in pre-scapular, scapular, post scapular points (Figure 3A). The protocol also consisted of using minor autohemotherapy ozonized in an acupuncture point (LI11 POINT) (Figure 3B), which consisted in collecting blood from the left jugular vein, with syringe properly prepared with ozone gas which, after homogenization, was applied directly on the caudal triceps brachii muscle, as well as the water footbath of each hoof for 10 minutes through the Ozone generator equipment Ozone&Life® model O&L HOME (São José dos Campos, São Paulo, Brazil)(Figure 3C) and after that the bandage on the hooves.

After two months of treatment with ozone therapy associated with hoof trimming, the patient demonstrated significant improvement in body condition and better walking with improved score of claudication (Obel grade II) (13). With regard to sole lesions there was also control of infection and improvement of the appearance of the wound. After four months of ozone therapy the patient was discharged from hospital.

DISCUSSION

The use of ozone therapy associated with corrective hoof trimming in this report provided analgesia to an equine with chronic laminitis, perpetuating a greater comfort and increase in the time of the patient in season, as well as a positive evolution in the case. Pain control is usually performed by NSAIDs. However, its prolonged use is not recommended due to the various undesirable effects (14). In this report, during the use of firocoxib, the patient presented a stabilization of the clinical picture, with no improvement or worsening. In view of this situation, we decided to start ozone therapy sessions based on Coelho et al. (12) in order to obtain complete clinical improvement as well as interruption in the use of anti-inflammatory drugs.
For Iliakis et al. (15), the pain control verified in this patient can be explained by the action of ozone in the inflammatory cascade, that is, altering the degradation of arachidonic acid and with it the inhibition of pro-inflammatory cytokines. In addition, the use of ozone therapy through the technique of minor auto-hemotherapy in English Thoroughbred horses, as is the case of the patient in the report, has already demonstrated beneficial effects, especially in the antioxidant capacity (11).

Studies comparing the analgesic control between a NSAID and ozone gas were performed by Teixeira et al. (16), with the individual use of meloxicam or intrarectal ozone and in acupuncture points, in the postoperative period in female dogs submitted to ovarian-hysterectomy, which demonstrate that the control of inflammatory pain was equivalent between ozone gas and a NSAID. In the present report it was possible to observe a superior favorable result with the use of ozone therapy without having the adverse effects of anti-inflammatory drugs.

In horses, chronic inflammatory disorders such as laminitis observed in this case, may be related to neuropathic pain, its main characteristic being a continuous pain and typically little responsive to many analgesics used (17). Regarding this neuropathic pain, Fuccio et al. (9) observed that a single subcutaneous application of ozone in mice with peripheral neuropathy was effective in pain control, suggesting that this modulation would be involved through the inhibition of pro-inflammatory proteases, as well as a potent antioxidant action in the prevention of neural sensitization. Similarly, in the study by Coelho et al. (12) in the treatment of chronic laminitis in an equine, using intramuscular, peritendinous and intraretal administration of oxygen/ozone as the only therapy, they observed significant improvement after six months of treatment. In the present report, adequate analgesia, with a patient in season and with significant reduction of claudication was obtained after four months of treatment.

The use of the minor auto-hemotherapy technique with ozone at acupuncture point LI11 in the patient of this report had the intention of adding the therapeutic action of each technique and obtain better comfort for the patient. According to Escodro et al. (10) the use of ozone at the LI11 point (point of immunity) by means of the minor auto-hemotherapy technique in the postoperative period of equine orchiectomy promotes excellent control of postoperative pain, without the need for any other analgesic.

The rapid and significant healing evolution was observed in the lesions originated from the perforation of the sole by the third phalange. This fact was observed mainly by the use of the footbath with ozone gas, a method not yet described in the literature consulted. However, its use was performed with the support of the antiseptic, antimicrobial and healing action of ozone (18).

Regardless of the drug treatment chosen for pain control, the corrective hoof trimming should always be performed in order to adjust the new angulation between the third phalange and the hoof wall, as well as to reduce the tension of the deep digital flexor tendon (19), providing greater patient comfort, a fundamental step for the control and management of the equine with laminitis, as observed in this report.
CONCLUSION

Based on this report, it is concluded that ozone therapy in different methodologies is effective in the control of chronic pain and recovery of the laminitis bearing equine.
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